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- ' Mi3=Jm (Short-Answer Questions): (20%) 

1. (a) In a free space, given the vector electric field :E and the scalar electric potential V. Please write out the 

relation between :E and V in a formula expression. ( 4%) 

(b) On the other hand, given the vector magnetic field Hand the vector magnetic potential A, please write 

out the relation between H and A in a formula expression. (4%) 

2. State the Faraday's induction law in a formula expression. Please clearly define the physical quantity 

notations you used. ( 4%) 

3. What is the boundary condition for the tangential component of electric fields between the -interface of two 

dielectric media. ( 4%) 

4. Let a (referred to x-axis) and b (referred to y-axis) be the cross section sides of a rectangular waveguide. 

Which mode (TMmn or TEmn) is the dominant mode of the wave propagating along the z-axis in a 

rectangular waveguide if a > b? ( 4%) 

= '§tlfmi (Calculations): (80%) 

1. A current I flows in a long solenoid coil with n closely wound coil-turns per unit length. An iron core is composed of 

two sections of magnetic materials as shown in Fig. 1. The cross-sectional area of this iron core is S. The 

permeabilities of these two sections are Ill and J.12, respectively. Assumed the permeability of free-space is J.lo. 

Determine the force acting on the core if it is withdrawn to the position shown in Fig. 1. (8%) 
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2. A lossy dielectric with the parameters of permittivity E=4Eo (F/m), permeability J.L=J.lo (H/m), and conductivity a = 

-
1-xw-2 (S/m) is considered. A TEM wave with a frequency of 100 MHz is incident normally onto a plane 

lOOn 

interface of the air and the lossy dielectric. What is the phase difference (in degrees) of the electric field intensities 

between the incident wave in the air and the transmitted wave in the lossy dielectric? (8%) 



3. A two-wire transmission line system is as shown in Fig. 2. Assumed the length of the transmission line is infinite. 

Both the conducting lines have a radius of p and they are separated by a distance D. Assumed that p << D. 

(a) Determine the capacitance per unit length between the two conducting lines. (8%) 

(b) Determine the inductance per unit length between the two conducting lines. (8%) 

(c) Determine the internal inductance per unit length of these two conducting wires. (8%) 

(d) If a conduction sliding bar is put on the transmission lines, then a conduction current I flowing along one of the 

conducting wires will be returned to the another one by way of the conduction bar. Find the magnitude of the force 

acted on the sliding bar due to the magnetic flux density induced between the transmission lines. (8%) 
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4. As shown in Fig. 3, a 15-m length of 300-0 line must be connected to a 3-m length of 150-0 line that is terminated 

in a 150-0 resistor. Assuming the lossless condition for the air-dielectric lines and operation at a fixed frequency of 

50MHz. 

(a) To find the R0 and the length for a quarter-wave section of line (i.e., a quarter-wave transformer) to match the two 

lines for a VSWR = 1 on the main line. (4%) 

(b) If no transformer is used, what is the VSWR on the main line? ( 4%) 
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5. Given an EM-wave with the field components of E(R; t) = Re[Eo (R) · ejrot) and H(R; t) = Re[Ho (R) · ejrot) 

propagating along the direction of R in a lossy dielectric where there is no charge density. 

(a) Please write out Maxwell's equations in phasor forms for the above-mentioned fields. (8%) 

(b) From the above equations you have written out and the homogeneous vector wave equations for the electric field and 

the magnetic field (i.e., V2E0 (R)-y 2 E0 (R)=O and V2H0 (R)-y2 Ho(R)=O, where y=a+jP is the propagation 

constant; a is the attenuation constant; Pis the phase constant), prove that: (8%) 
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6. As shown in Fig. 4, a transmitting-receiving antenna system is considered. The antennas are separated by a distance 

R in free space. The transmitting antenna has an effect area Aet and directive gain Gdt· The receiving antenna has an 

effective area Aer and directive gain Gdr· If the transmitting power is P1 , please find the received power Pr at the 

receiving antenna end. Assumed the ideal matching networks are lossless. (8%) 
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